Leveraging the characteristics of YouTube video id space and exploiting a unique property of YouTube search API, in this paper we develop a random prefix sampling method to estimate the total number of videos hosted by YouTube. Through theoretical modeling and analysis, we demonstrate that the estimator based on this method is unbiased, and provide bounds on its variance and confidence interval. These bounds enable us to judiciously select sample sizes to control estimation errors. We evaluate our sampling method and validate the sampling results using two distinct collections of YouTube video id's (namely, treating each collection as if it were the "true" collection of YouTube videos). We then apply our sampling method to the live YouTube system, and estimate that there are a total of roughly 500 millions YouTube videos by May, 2011. Finally, using an unbiased collection of YouTube videos sampled by our method, we show that YouTube video view count statistics collected by prior methods (e.g., through crawling of related video links) are highly skewed, significantly under-estimating the number of videos with very small view counts (< 1000) ; we also shed lights on the bounds for the total storage YouTube must have and the network capacity needed to delivery YouTube videos.
INTRODUCTION
As the world's largest video sharing website, YouTube hosts a large number of mostly user-generated videos that are viewed by millions of users each day. For example, based on its own counting [26] , YouTube states that it serves a total of more than 2 billion Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. views a day. According to a recent study [15] , YouTube traffic contributes to a significant portion of inter-domain network traffic; some estimate [1] places it at 10% of the total Internet traffic. Estimating the total number of videos hosted by YouTube and other statistics associated with them, e.g., number of view counts per day or the number of users uploading videos, is of great interest and import from both technical and social perspectives. For instance, knowing the total number of videos and view counts per day can shed light on the total amount of storage as well as the network capacity needed to store and deliver YouTube videos.
Unfortunately, these statistics regarding YouTube videos are not made available publicly by YouTube. Obtaining such statistics through other means (e.g., sampling) is not an easy and straightforward task for a variety of reasons. For example, while each YouTube video is identified by a unique 11-character identifier (thereafter referred to as YouTube video id) that is randomly generated, the video id space is extremely large, of the order O(64 11 ) (see Section 3 for details). Hence any brute-force survey of the entire YouTube video population will be too costly; nor will any direct application of (uniform) random sampling to the video id space, e.g., by querying randomly generated video id's a la [7, 24] , be effective. Existing methods for collecting YouTube videos rely on crawling the YouTube website and following the "related videos" links embedded in the web pages via either breadth-first or depthfirst search [4, 9, 17] . While these methods provide an effective way to collect a sample of YouTube videos (or video id's), they produce a biased sample. Estimating YouTube statistics (e.g., view counts) using such biased samples can produce very skewed results (see Section 3). More sophisticated (graph-based) sampling methods [11, 14, 16] to circumvent or correct the bias require that the underly graph be undirected, whereas the graph formed by YouTube related videos is directed (see Section 2 for further discussion on this point and other related work).
Leveraging the characteristics of YouTube video id space and exploiting a unique property of YouTube search API, in this paper we propose and develop a random prefix sampling method to estimate the total number of videos hosted by YouTube. YouTube provides an API to allow users to perform keyword search to find videos they are interested in. One unique property of YouTube search API that we accidentally stumble on is that when searching using a keyword string of the format "watch?v=xy...z" (including the quotes) where "xy...z" is a prefix (of length L, 1 ≤ L ≤ 11) of a possible YouTube video id which does not contain the literal "-" in the prefix, YouTube will return a list of videos whose id's begin with this prefix followed by "-", if they exist. The search may also return some videos whose id's do not contain the prefix, but the title, description or other fields happen to contain the entire search string (including "watch?v="). When the prefix is short (e.g., 1 or 2), it is more likely that the returned search results may contain such "noisy" video ids; with longer prefix length, the probability that this happens becomes zero or extremely small. On the other hand, using a prefix that is too long may result in a no-hit, i.e., no video id's being returned. Hence when performing random prefix sampling, the prefix length needs to be carefully selected to balance this trade-off (see Section 4 for details).
Taking advantage of this unique property of YouTube search API that allows us to perform random prefix sampling, we develop a theoretical model to derive an unbiased estimator for estimating the total number of YouTube videos, and provide bounds on its variance and confidence interval. These bounds enable us to judiciously select sample sizes to control estimation errors. The model and theoretical analysis are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we evaluate our sampling method and validate the sampling results using two distinct collections of YouTube video id's (namely, treating each collection as if it were the "true" population of YouTube videos). We then apply our sampling method to the live YouTube system, and estimate that there are a total of roughly 500 millions YouTube videos by May, 2011. Further, using an unbiased collection of YouTube videos sampled by our method, in Section 3 we show that YouTube video view count statistics collected by prior methods (i.e., through crawling of related video links) are highly skewed, significantly under-estimating the number of videos with very small view counts (< 1000). Finally, we show the bounds for the total storage YouTube must have and the network capacity needed to delivery YouTube videos, which is important for us to understand the impacts of YouTube to the Internet.
RELATED WORK
There are a number of recent studies on estimating the size and other properties of on-line social networks. In [20] , Rejaie et al. estimate the number of users for MySpace and Twitter, where the key technique used is based on the observation that user id's are generated sequentially in an increasing order. This method is not applicable to YouTube, as video id's are randomly generated from a large id space. The authors of [25] propose a method to estimate the number of nodes in a given connected graph, and applies to a YouTube related video (sub)graph obtained using a sample YouTube video dataset from [17] . This method cannot be used to estimate the total number of YouTube videos. Graph-based methods such as snowball sampling [23] or random walks [19, 21, 22] have been widely used for collecting a sample of a large online social network, and this sample is then used to estimate other properties (e.g., degree distribution) of the social networks. To ensure this sample is unbiased (with respect to statistics of interest) or to correct the bias inherent in the sample, several variations of variations of random walk sampling methods such as Metropolis-Hastings random walk [11] and reweighting random walk [16] have been proposed. These methods cannot directly be used to estimate the total size of the underlying network. In a more recent work [14] , the authors develop a novel random-walk based method to estimate the total number of users in an online social networks. This as well as the previously cited graph-based sampling methods all assume that the underlying network is undirected. Unfortunately, we have tested several YouTube datasets and found that the commonly used YouTube related video network is highly asymmetrical: for a given video v, on average more than 50% of its related videos do not list v as their related videos. The study in [8] propose several sampling methods via a search engine API to generate a "near-uniform" sample of documents (under certain plausible assumptions about the search engine). These methods, however, do not provide an estimate of the total size of the underlying document space. 64 × 16. We also observe that YouTube video ids are not generated in any sequence. Instead, YouTube picks an unused random id from this pool for each new video that is uploaded.
To show that YouTube video is randomly generated from the id space, we show that each valid character shows up at i-th position of an id with the same probability. We use a set of 2 million video ids collected via breadth first search using related video links. The result is shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, X-axis represents different positions of an id, and Y-axis shows the number of times a specific character shows up at that position. For any given position, we can see that all the characters are chosen with nearly equal probability. Moreover, if we fix the character(s) in one or multiple positions and count the number of appearances of characters in other positions, we can also see that all the characters are chosen with nearly equal probability for the rest positions. So the chosen of characters in different positions are also independent.
RANDOM PREFIX SAMPLING VIA Y-OUTUBE SEARCH API
In this section, we discuss how we use the YouTube API to perform a random prefix search on the YouTube video id space.
Random Prefix Search
One unique property of YouTube search API we find is that when searching using a keyword string of the format "watch?v=xy...z" (including the quotes) where "xy..." is a prefix (of length L, 1 ≤ L ≤ 11) of a possible YouTube video id which does not contain the literal "-" in the prefix, YouTube will return a list of videos whose id's begin with this prefix followed by "-", if they exist. The search may also return some videos whose id's do not contain the prefix, but the title, description or other fields happen to contain the entire search string (including "watch?v="). When the prefix is short (e.g., 1 or 2), it is more likely that the returned search results may contain such "noisy" video ids; also, the short prefix may match a large number of videos and YouTube API can only return some of them in the result, as YouTube limits the number of returned results for any query. In contrast, if the prefix is too long (e.g., 6 or 7), no result may be returned by the search engine.
Note that YouTube search is not case sensitive, so both 'abcd' and 'AbcD' will return the same set of results. If we include a "-" in the prefix or try to search use some other format, the results returned by YouTube may contain many unrelated videos (not beginning with the prefix expected) and hard to explain. We find that querying prefixes with a prefix length of four (with all returned ids having a "-" in the fifth place) provide a big enough result set so that each prefix returns some results and small enough to never reach the result limit set by the API.
Completeness of the Returned Results
In this section, we show that our prefix based search is nearly complete. We use prefix length four for this validation. Since, by design, our queries only return videos where the fifth character is a "-", we need to show that any video id that has its first "-" in the fifth position can be found by querying YouTube API using our method and using the first 4 characters as the query string. In fact, a "-" is generally used as a separator in URLs for Google search [2] [3].
We use three real datasets to validate these results. The first one is generated using breadth first search (BFS) method based on related YouTube videos [6] . The second one provides all the videos in Entertainment category by December 21, 2006 [9] . The third one with video ids is obtained by searching different keywords and their combinations from a dictionary. In each of these cases, we see whether any video id with "-" in its fifth character observed in these dataset can be also obtained by our method. Table 1 summarizes our findings. We see that in the worst case, there are not more than 0.3% of the ids that are seen in other dataset but cannot be found using our method. More than 99.6% of the video ids with "-" in fifth position can be obtained using our method. After we carefully checked each of those missing videos, we found that those videos are missing all due to the following reasons: a) it is a very new video; b) the video is blocked due to copyright, violence, and sexual issues; c) it is already deleted or configured to be a private video by the uploader. All in all, the prefix search is indeed able to retrieve a complete video id set.
Note that, searching the same prefix in different geographical locations, in general, may return results in different order based upon local popularity. However, since we select our query string carefully to have each query match only a small set of videos, the ordering does not matter much. Moreover, we find that we see the same set of results (albeit sometimes in a different order) when we queried the YouTube API using our method from a large number of Planetlab [18] nodes.
RANDOM PREFIX SAMPLING: THEO-RETICAL ANALYSIS
An estimator is a function of a set of samples which produces an estimate of an unknown characteristic. In this section, we introduce our estimator of the total number of YouTube videos. In addition, we also analyze the variance for the proposed estimator, and develop its confidence interval. Note that the proposed methodology can also be applied to other online social systems as long as those systems satisfy: a) a new generated ID is uniformly selected from ID space; b) entries in those systems can be enumerated by ID prefix searching.
Estimator of the total number of videos
Using the unbiased random prefix sampling method, now we propose an estimatorN for the total number of YouTube videos. Number of IDs with "-" at the 5-th position N 2
Number of IDs with "-" at the 5-th position, but are not in search result N 3
Percentage of IDs with "-" at the 5-th position, but are not in search result
The observations presented in previous section indicate that 1) the entire YouTube id space can be represented as S = S 10 × T , where
2) when a YouTube video is uploaded, the probability that a randomly generated id matches a given L-length prefix is a constant, 1 ≤ L ≤ 11. Let pL denote this probability and we have
To estimate N , we randomly generate m prefixes with length L, 1 ≤ L ≤ 11, and query them using YouTube API. Each query returns a sample value
representing the total number of YouTube videos with that particular prefix. Then, the total number of YouTube videos can be estimated using these m samples, as stated in Theorem 1.
THEOREM 1 (Estimator of the Total Number of Videos
by querying randomly generated prefixes of the same length 1 ≤ L ≤ 11, we have the unbiased estimatorN
for the total number of YouTube videos, where pL is defined as above.
PROOF. We consider the process of how all N YouTube video ids are generated.
Based on our observations discussed in previous section, each YouTube video is generated uniformly and independently from the id space S. Given a prefix of length L, let I L k (k = 1, · · · , N) are all independent and they all follow the same Bernoulli distribution with successful probability as pL. Then, the random variable
captures the number of videos with a prefix of length L, and satisfies binomial distribution Binomial(N, pL) (since it is a sum of N random variables with the same Bernoulli distribution). The random variable X L can be sampled by querying randomly generated prefixes with length 1 ≤ L ≤ 11. Each outcome from a query is the total number of videos with a particular prefix of length L. If we take m (1 ≤ m 1/pL) queries, we have m samples as
Then each of them has expectation value E[X
Hence the estimatorN can be derived as followŝ
Then from eq. (6), the expectation ofN satisfies
which proves thatN defined in eq. (3) is unbiased.
Variance Analysis and Confidence Interval
In this part, we provide some analytical results for our estimator, i.e., its variance and the confidence interval. According to eq. (3), the variance ofN is
which indicates that two key factors, i.e., the prefix length L and the number of samples m determine the variance (or the accuracy) of the estimatorN . When m increases, the variance decreases linearly, and when L increases, the variance increases exponentially. In the next subsection, we will discuss how to choose the parameters m and L to minimize the variance. Now we switch to find the confidence interval for our estimator, where the following Theorem 2 states the result.
THEOREM 2 (Confidence Interval of the EstimatorN )
. Given any 0 < 1 and 0 < α ≤ 1, the confidence interval for our estimatorN as below
where z α/2 is the 100(1 − z α/2 )-th percentile of the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). 
PROOF. Since each random variable X
(1 − mpL) (9) approximate to the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). Then for a given confidence level 1 − α, 0 < α < 1, we have
where z α/2 is the 100(1 − z α/2 )-th percentile of the standard normal distribution. Then, from eq. (9) and eq. (10), we have
where from eq. (12), we know that eq. (11) holds true when the sample size m satisfies
.
How to Choose the Prefix Length L and Sample Size m
Now we are in a position to show how to choose m and L in practice. We use the relative root mean square error (RRMSE) as a metric to quantify the accuracy of the estimation, which is defined as below In Table 2 , we can see that as L increases, RRMSE increases exponentially. Hence, we will choose L as small as possible to minimize the variance. However, in practice, a prefix of length L < 5 contains usually more than one hundred results, and YouTube API can only return at most 30 ids for each prefix query. On the other hand, based on our experimental results, a prefix with length L = 5 always contains less than 10 valid ids. Therefore, a prefix length of 5 is a good choice in practice. With this prefix length, from Table 2 we can see that to achieve an RRMSE of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20, we need to have at least m = 430, 108, 48, 27 samples, respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we examine how correctly and efficiently our method works with actual data. Since we do not know the actual video counts for YouTube, we use a "synthetic data" approach. We take a subset of YouTube video ids as "ground truth" and try to see how correctly our method can estimate it. In particular, we study the error rates, and confidence intervals as they change when we change the sample size etc. To justify that the estimated results are unbiased and accurate, we perform cross validations in "synthetic dataset" and in real YouTube. We next apply our method to estimate the total number of actual YouTube videos. Finally, we also present results that show how we can construct a more realistic picture of the view-count distribution of YouTube videos using our unbiased samples. 
Validating the Theory
We first evaluate our sampling method and validate the theoretical results using two distinct collection of YouTube video id's (Datasets I and II in Table 1 ), treating each collection as if it were the "true" collection of YouTube videos. Using Dataset II and with L = 3 and L = 4 respectively, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the estimation errors as a function of the sample size m. We see that in both cases, the estimation error converges quickly to 0, when the sampling size m increases. Further, for smaller prefix length, e.g., L = 3, more samples are needed to reach the same level of error rate as that of L = 4. These results confirm our theoretical analysis. Fix the prefix length as L = 3, Fig. 4 shows the estimation accuracy as a function of the sample size with different confidence interval levels, α = 5%, 25%, 75%, 95%. We see that as we increases the sample size, the confidence interval narrows as expected. 
Estimating the Total Number of YouTube Videos
We now apply our method to the live YouTube website and estimate the total number of YouTube videos. We set L = 5 and randomly generate prefixes of length 5 to perform random prefix sampling using the YouTube search API. In Fig. 5, for each  x = 0, 1, . . ., we plot the number of (randomly generated) prefixes (the y-axis) that the YouTube search yields exactly x video id's matching the prefix -this plot provides an approximation to the distribution of X L . Clearly, the curve is bell-shaped, resembling a Gaussian distribution, as predicted by our theoretical model: for large N , the binomial distribution of X L (see eq. (5) can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and variance. For a fixed sample size m, we can estimate the total number of YouTube videos using the estimator in eq. (7), and bound the variance of the estimation using eq. (8) . Fig. 6 plots the estimation results as we vary the sampling size m. We see that as the sampling size m increases, the estimated total number of YouTube videos converges to 5.02 × 10 8 (502 millions). Since we do not know the ground truth about the total number of YouTube videos, we perform the following simple cross-validation using the sample YouTube video datasets listed in Table 1 . We take N = 5.02 × 10 8 as if it were the ground truth, and for a fixed L, generate the theoretical distribution of X L using eq.(5). We then use the sample YouTube datasets to generate the empirical distribution of X L . For L = 2, Fig. 7 compares the theoretical and empirical distributions of X L using Dataset I. The two distributions match surprisingly well, indicating that our estimated total number of YouTube videos is likely within the ballpark of the real ground truth.
Impact on View Counts
Our random prefix sampling method not only enables us to estimate the total number of YouTube videos; it also produces an unbiased sample of YouTube videos. To illustrate the importance of such an unbiased sample in estimating other important YouTube video statistics, we take the total view count distribution as an example. Fig. 8 plots the total view count distributions obtained from Datasets I and II (two "biased" collections via crawling related videos via breadth-first search) as well as the sample video collection using our random prefix search. In this figure, the x-axis represents the percentage of the videos and the y-axis represents the total view counts. It is clear that the two biased datasets overestimate the total view counts of YouTube videos. For example, our dataset indicates that only 14% of videos have a total view count of more than 1000 (the straight line), whereas 89% and 52% percentage of videos in Datasets I and II have at least 1000 view counts. So Datasets I and II significantly underestimate the number of videos with extremely small total view counts (< 1000).
As a result, Datasets I and II significantly inflate the average view counts: the average view count from Dataset I, Dataset II and our dataset are 32046, 9928, and 3898 respectively. 
ESTIMATING THE TOTAL STORAGE AND NETWORK CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS OF YOUTUBE
In this section, using an unbiased collection of YouTube videos sampled by our method, we provide an estimation of the minimal total amount of storage needed to store YouTube and the total network capacity needed per day to delivery YouTube videos.
To begin with, we first calculate the average file size of YouTube videos.
To do this, we analyze the length fields of HTTP responses for the corresponding sampled videos. The average size we obtained is 9.87MB, which is similar to that in [12] . Multiplying this average size with the total number of YouTube videos by May 2011 , we obtain an estimate of the minimal total storage needed to store all YouTube videos by then, which is around 5 Petabytes (PBs) ≈ 10MB ×0.5 × 10 9 . Note that for each video, YouTube in general stores multiple (at least 4 [5] ) copies and several different formats [10] . So the actual storage capacity needed is likely far bigger; perhaps multiplying a factor of 10 would give us a closer estimate to the real order of magnitude. Further, using an unbiased sample of YouTube videos and examining their view counts over time, we calculate an estimation of the total YouTube video counts per day, and by multiplying it by the average video file size (10 MBs), we obtain an estimated amount of total network capacity needed to carry YouTube videos over the Internet each day. For a two-week period from April 5th to April 18th, the results are shown in Fig.9 . From Fig.9 , we see that the total view counts range from around 1.7 billion/day to 4.6 billion/day, and the resulting traffic (network capacity) ranges from 17 PBs/day to 46 PBs/day. Note that users may not download and watch the entire video during each viewing and YouTube has different video formats (e.g., formats used by mobile players on smart phones); on the other hand, there are also "wasted" network capacity in YouTube delivery [10] . The above simple "rule-of-thumb" estimation does not capture these effects. Nonetheless, we believe that our results provide a "ballpark estimate" of the actual amount of total YouTube traffic per day.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a random prefix sampling method via YouTube API, that can uniformly collect YouTube ids, which enables us to design an unbiased estimator of the total number of YouTube videos, as well as in depth analysis on its variance and confidence interval in terms of the sample size and prefix length. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our sampling and estimation methods provide unbiased estimation of total number of YouTube videos, and total view counts, which discloses a high inherent bias in the results obtained by existing biased sampling methods. We also shed lights on the bounds for the total storage YouTube must have and the network capacity needed to delivery YouTube videos. The proposed random prefix sampling provides a way to unbiasedly study characteristics of YouTube Videos.
As part of our future work, we are interested in using this method to further study how the statistics, such as the total number of YouTube videos, view counts evolve over time, which would give us a dynamic view of traffic by YouTube.
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Weaknesses: Estimating total number of videos in Youtube appears to be a relatively narrow problem. The approach itself is quite simple and did not particularly strike me as a fundamentally.
Comments to Authors: I like this paper's methodology, careful experimentation and attention to detail. I was however underwhelmed by the goal of just counting YouTube Videos. To me, that was too narrow a goal.
I guess things like view count distributions are interesting to estimate, but that has so little real estate devoted in this paper. I wish I had seen a bit more treatment of such more detailed analysis where the power of the proposed scheme may be a bit more relevant and important. 
Reviewer #2
Strengths: A nice, short paper that provides both a way to randomly sample youtube videos and shows the bias in current datasets.
Weaknesses:
The results may be short-lived. Perhaps youtube will change their id assignment mechanism tomorrow. Inufficient evidence that the id assignment mechanism has been reverse engineered correctly.
Comments to Authors: Your entire paper hinges on you having correctly reverse-engineered the video id assignment mechanism. Yet, it wasn't clear to me that the evidence you present of its correctness in the paper is sufficient. Your evidence is essentially the experiment behind Figure 1 , which shows that each symbol is equally likely to occur at each position.
Aren't there other id assignment mechanisms that lead to the same distribution (e.g., some multi-letter codes)? It appears that you need a more detailed experiment that shows that each position is filled independently.
Why do you think '-' is treated as a special character in the search? Is that an attempt to accommodate for accidental hyphenation (e.g., by email readers) or something else is going on?
Reviewer #3
Strengths: A piece of work with a clear purpose and a significant technical contribution that provides new insight into YT.
Weaknesses:
The work and proposed methodology is YTspecific and unlikely to apply to other online social media systems. There is also little room for follow-up work.
Comments to Authors: This is a nice short paper. while it is exclusively focused on YT, the work does provide new insight into YT as a system and how it is being used.
While theorems 1 and 2 are rather standard, it's nice to see a careful treatment of the proposed estimator before it is applied in practice.
Some discussion about YT-like systems where the proposed methodology may also applicable (what key ingredients are required?) would be helpful.
Reviewer #4
Strengths: The analysis for any sampling bias is the paper's main strength.
Weaknesses: There is little point to the analysis for sampling bias; it is not clear why one should expect there to be significant bias, it is not clear how (much more difficult) measurements of social network size via crawling are precedent for this relatively straightforward count of objects in a uniform ID space.
Comments to Authors:
The main problem in this paper is lack of motivation. Why does it matter how many videos are in youtube? Why is your technique interesting for networking researchers in general? Now that I know there are 500 million youtube videos, what am I going to do with that number? Your introduction states (without support) "estimating the total number of videos hosted by youtube and other statistics associated with them ... is of great interest and import from both technical and social perspectives". I don't see it. Sure, you can guess about how much total storage youtube must have, but not really understand the network capacity needed, since the number of videos is not representative of the popularity of videos. And what's the "import" from a social perspective?
At a lower level, again the problem is motivation; assuming I care about how many youtube videos exist, why do I need all the analysis of how a hashed ID space uniformly distributes objects so that counting the number of objects in a portion of the uniform space estimates the occupancy of the whole? Why not do something more interesting? Why not answer the questions posed in the introduction of how much total storage youtube must have or how much network capacity is needed? It would seem to be simple arithmetic when youtube is happy to provide view counts and file sizes.
Thus, the beginning of section 2 (the topic sentence of the only paragraph in the section) seems unnecessary. I can understand what challenges may befall a project that wishes to estimate the size of a graph based on the properties of a random walk. I cannot understand what those challenges have to do with estimating the size of a bag based on the properties of regions of ID space.
The work appears very well done, which leads to my relatively high rating of the paper. Yet, this exhaustive analysis of a relatively simple trick (that is likely to be disabled if youtube wants to keep the total number of videos a secret) seems more appropriate for a journal than for IMC.
Reviewer #5
Strengths: An unexpected application of prefix sampling.
Weaknesses:
The problem domain is narrow and it is not clear how important to count YouTube videos. I'd like to see more interesting applications besides this one.
